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PLAYTEST
Mikki Pakah is a Mikwa ranger - an elite woodswoman who 
knows how to survive and thrive in the wild, and who knows 
how to put a rifle to good use. She can be awkward and 
quiet, but she has a heroic spirit that demands she help 
whenever she sees someone in need.

Choose Mikki if you want to play a strong ranged 
attacker who can easily deal with armored targets and 
prefers to keep enemies at a range.

Background:
Mikki Pakah grew up in a nomadic tribe that travelled all over 
the island of Elisi. She learned how to live off of the land 
during these formative years, how to track and hunt, how 
to avoid and deter predators. Her life was changed one day 
when she helped a group of Mikwa townies from a rampaging 
beast. Seeing that there were those who could not easily 
fend for themselves, she left her tribe and became a ranger, 
teaching others how to hunt, navigate and survive.

She had trouble at first, her tribal upbringing made even 
simple technology difficult for her to use, but in time she 
became a talented marskman, taking a shine to the old Mikka 
rifles for their high power and accuracy.

Now Mikki is lending her aid to the Voyagers, to help the lost 
humans establish their own home in the wilds of Elisi.

Follow us at www.Demonskunkstudios.com for more
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Mikka Rifle
An old breach-loading friction-lock 
rifle maintained by Mikwa for years. 
Damage: 2d10+1
Range: 20/40/80
Shots: 1
Notes: AP4, Snapfire, Heavy Weapon, 1 
Action Reload

Gun Club
A good strong whack with the stock 
of Mikki’s rifle.
Damage: Str+d4 (2d4)
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Heroic (Major)
Mikki became a ranger to help people, 
she has a soft spot for anyone that 
needs help, and will go out of her way 
to lend them aid.

Cautious (Minor)
As a ranger, Mikki usually likes to 
carefully plan her next move.

Outsider (Minor)
Mikki isn’t used to being around 
people, and because of this she is 
awkward and quiet. She suffers -2 to 
Charisma dealing with non-rangers.

Small Stature (Minor)
Like other Mikwa, Mikki is very small, so 
her Toughness is reduced by 1.

Primitive Language (Minor)
Due to her upbringing in tribal society, 
Mikki cannot read or write Human, 
Mikwa or Fulgori language.

Extraction
When Mikki moves away from an 
enemy, she can make an Agility roll to 
avoid giving one enemy a free attack.

Huge Ears
Mikki, like other Mikwa, has rather large 
ears, and gains a +2 bonus to hearing 
based Notice checks because of it.

Naturally Agile
Mikki, like other Mikwa, is naturally very 
light and agile. She began with a d6 in 
Agility.

Blessing of the Ancestors
In troubling times, Mikki can call upon 
the wisdom of her ancestors to guide 
her. She begins each session with 1 
extra benny.

Survival Expert
Because of her background as a tribal 
tracker, Mikki began with a free d6 in 
Survival and Tracking.

Aim
Mikki can spend an entire turn lining up 
the perfect shot. She gains a +2 bonus 
to Shooting whatever she aimed at this 
round.

Drop Prone
Mikki can drop onto her belly to take 
cover when there is none in the 
environment. Enemies more than 3 
inches away from her suffer a -2 
penalty to hit her. Enemies in melee 
with her gain a +2 bonus to hit her.
Standing up costs 2 inches of 
movement.

Withdraw from Combat
Mikki does not perform well in melee 
combat. She has a weak melee 
weapon, and is not very sturdy. 
When retreating from an enemy, roll 
an Agility test. If you roll 4 or higher, 
your enemy does not get a free attack 
against you.

Gun Club
Mikki’s rifle is too large to shoot at an 
enemy in melee with her, but she can 
swing it like a club, dealing her Strength 
+ 1d4 (2d4) Damage

Snapfire
Mikki’s rifle is large and awkward to 
use on the move. If she moves before 
shooting, she suffers a -2 penalty to 
Shooting. 

1 Action Reload
Mikki’s rifle is an old breach-loading 
Friction lock rifle that needs to be 
reloaded after every shot. Reloading 
this weapon consumes her action. 
She can reload and shoot in the same 
turn, but she will suffer a -2 penalty to 
Shooting.

Pocom
A pocket-sized computerphone

Binoculars
A pair of binoculars

Drinking Gourd
A hollow gourd for holding liquids

Comm Bit
A short-range in-ear communicator

Utilitorch
A flashlight that can become a lantern

Ration
A meal ready-to-eat.

Modular Light Armor
Lightweight polymer human armor 
Mikki wears under her shawl.
Armor: +2, +4 vs Bullets


